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ABSTRACT. The paper presents the results of experimental fatigue tests
performed on welded S355 specimens subjected to combined bending and
torsion loading. In order to analyse how the fillet joints’ shape and the load
ratio affect the crack growth, we selected two kinds of fillet shape: concave
and convex, and two load ratios, namely R = -1, 0. Rectangular specimens
with stress concentrators in the form of the external two-sided blunt notches
and fillet welded joint were tested. The test results were compared to
experiments conducted on solid specimens without welds.
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INTRODUCTION

M
10

any kinds of research are devoted at describing the behaviour of crack growth in structural component [1-6]
and joints [7-10]. Fatigue crack growth in welded joints is still a very attractive engineering problem, because of
the occurrence of various types of crack initiators, such as geometrical and microstructural notches or residual
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stresses, as well as the presence of numerous non-metallic inclusions and weld defects. Beside the above-mentioned
problems, the weld process leads to a very heterogeneous material microstructure because of the thermal effects, which
can also induce the distortion of the structural component.
In [11] the influence of various weld imperfection on fatigue crack propagation has been considered. Specimens were
subjected to combined axial and torsional loading. Tests revealed the significant detrimental influence of imperfections on
the fracture propagation. The problem of evaluation of the fatigue strength of transverse fillet joints was considered in
[12]; the authors analyzed three evaluation methods, namely, the hot spot stress method (HSS), the 1 mm stress method
and the linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) approach and compared the results with data from the literature. The
comparison showed that the HSS method is too conservative, while the best evaluation was obtained through the use of
the Newman and Raju stress intensity factor (SIF) equations within the LEFM method. The development of fatigue
cracks in welded joints can also be influenced by the load level and by its relationship to the mechanical properties of the
material, as well as by the microstructure and the existence of internal stresses in the weld and in its heat affected zone
[13-16].
The aim of the present paper is to present fatigue crack growth results related to S355 steel joints, with and without fillet
welds, subjected to combined bending and torsion loading.

THE MATERIAL AND TEST PROCEDURE

T

he tested material is the structural S355 steel, suitable to be used – thanks to its high mechanical strength – in
applications involving welded elements, such as buildings, bridges, high-pressure pipelines with large diameters,
cranes, overhead cranes, elements of cranes and ships etc.. Table 1 shows the chemical composition of the
material and Table 2 some mechanical properties related to monotonic tension tests.
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Table 1: Chemical composition (in wt %) of the S355 steel.
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Table 2: Mechanical properties of the S355 steel.

Shapes and dimensions of the tested specimens are presented in Fig. 1. The specimens were obtained from an extruded
bar with a diameter of Ø30 mm. In the case of welded specimens, the two parts were joined by concave or convex fillet
joints on both sides, as shown in Fig. 1b, c, while the solid (i.e. the non-welded specimen) is shown in Fig. 1a.
Hand-made welded joints were made by employing the TIG method in an inert shielding gas (argon) by using a welding
wire marked W-42-2-W2Sil according to EN ISO 636. Visual pre-selection of specimens were carried out before the
experimental tests. All the tested specimens were subjected to non-destructive tests by using magnetic particle test method
under UV light [13] in order to eliminate specimens with unaccetable defects (mainly cracks).
The Vickers hardness measurements were then carried out using a LECO MHT 200 microhardness tester under a load of
100 g, according to the EN ISO 9015-1 requirements.
Metallographic tests were performed with the use of an optical microscope (OLYMPUS IX70) by employing polarized
light and phase contrast. The microstructures of the material forming the welded joint and the microhardness test
measurement locations are shown in Fig. 2 (magnification 100x).
The test results related to fatigue crack growth under proportional bending and torsion, were obtained in the laboratory of
the Department of Mechanics and Machine Design at Opole University of Technology. The tests were performed on the
fatigue test stand MZGS – 100 [18, 19], which allows to perform cyclic bending, torsion and synchronous bending and
torsion (Fig. 3a). The tests were conducted under force control (in the considered case, the amplitude of total force
moment was controlled) with a loading frequency of 28.4 Hz. The bending ( M B t  ) and torsion ( M T t  ) moments were
generated by applying a force on the arm having length of 0.2 m. The total moment has been made to vary over time
according to the relation Mt   M T t   M B t  (Fig. 3b).
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Fatigue tests were performed in the low cycle fatigue (LCF) and high cycle fatigue regime (HCF).
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Shape and dimensions of the specimen: (a) solid specimen, (b) specimen with concave welds, (c) specimen with convex
welds, (dimensions in mm).

Figure 2: Microstructure of the base material and weld with microhardness measurements.

One-side restrained specimens were tested under fatigue loading characterized by a constant amplitude moment Ma = 9.2
Nm (Mmax = Ma + Mm = 18.4 Nm, Mm being the mean value of the applied moment) and load ratios R = Mmin / Mmax =
- 1 and 0. The theoretical stress concentration factor under bending, estimated as reported in [17], was determined to be
Kt = 1.38 in the solid specimen with concave weld, while it was 1.56 for the convex weld configuration. The ratio of
torsion to bending moment was MT(t) / MB(t) = 1.
The fatigue crack increments were measured through a micrometer located in the portable microscope with a
magnification of 20 times and accuracy up to 0.01 mm. At the same time, the number N of loading cycles was recorded.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Specimen clamped in MZGS-100 machine, (b) scheme of bending loading applied to the specimen.

TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

T

he metallographic tests demonstrated that the microstructure of steel S355 includes ferrite and pearlite grains with
band pattern characteristic of drawn rod (base - Fig. 2). Steel structure (solid specimen) was characterized by
ferrite grains of the diameter ranging from 5 to 40 m and similar pearlite grains of the diameter ranging from 5 to
45 m. Fig. 2 shows three regions, namely the base material, the heat-affected zone (HAZ) and the weld region. The
dendritic structure were observed in both kinds of welds. The HAZ shows coarse acicular structure of martensite and
bainite of Widmanstatten pattern.
(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Crack length vs. number of cycles under bending and torsion for: (a) R = -1, (b) R = 0.

Some results concerning the hardness measurements are presented in Fig. 2 where it appears than the microhardness of
the welded joints is non-uniform distributed; in particular, it can be appreciated that the microhardness of the welds is
higher than of the base material. The highest values of microhardness were measured for concave welds. It can be seen
from Fig. 2 that for the base material the microhardness was equal to 189 HV0.1, whereas in the heat-affected zone high
fluctuations of microhardness in the range 197–274 HV0.1 was observed. In the case of the convex welds, the
microhardness was in the range 194-248 HV0.1. The microstructure of the base material was different with respect to that
of the welds and HAZ ones. The highest values of a microhardness in the HAZ occur close to the fusion boundary in the
concave welds, although these values are comparable to values in the convex welds (max relative error 16%) [13]. Fig. 4
presents the fatigue crack length versus the number of cycles obtained for the two different adopted stress ratios and for
proportional bending and torsion. In Fig. 4 it can be observed that the highest fatigue life indicates specimens made of
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solid material. For the load ratio R = - 1 (Fig. 4a), higher life fraction was observed within the so-called initiation period,
while for R = 0 (Fig. 4b) the propagation life was comparable or higher than the initiation one. There are clear differences
between fatigue life in specimens made of solid material and in the welded ones; it can be argued that the fatigue life
difference can be determined by the different values of the microhardness of the specimens and by the different material
structure.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5: Fatigue crack paths in the specimen under bending and torsion for R = - 1: concave welds (a) side view, (b) final rupture;
convex welds (c) side view, (d) final rupture; solid (e) side view, (f) final rupture.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 6: Fatigue crack paths in the specimen under bending and torsion for R = 0: concave welds (a) side view, (b) final rupture;
convex welds (c) side view, (d) final rupture; solid (e) side view, (f) final rupture.

Exemplary fatigue crack paths in the tested specimens for load ration R=-1 are shown in Fig. 5, while for load ratio R=0
are displayed in Fig. 6. During the laboratory tests, initiation and subsequent development of cracks from one side of the
specimen (from top or bottom) were observed for R = - 1; after a certain period of propagation, the crack growth
appeared also on the other side. Figs 5(a), (c), (e) present the crack path (magnification of 20 times), while Figs 5(b), (d),
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(f) show the final failed specimens. The rupture occurred after 57800 (concave weld), 56000 (convex weld) and 59000 cycles
(solid specimen), respectively. Fig. 6 shows the crack path for damaged specimens after 9000 (concave weld, Fig. 6a, b), 6200
(convex weld, Fig. 6c, d) and 12000 cycles (solid specimen, Fig. 6e, f), respectively. The observed crack path patterns (Fig. 6)
are quite different from those of the previous cases; for a specimen with convex welds (tested at R = 0), three cracks were
initiated at the top of the specimen (Fig. 6c), and later one of them became dominant. The pictures reported in Figs 5, 6
show that the obtained crack paths are analogous to those typically occurring in mixed mode of fracture. In all the
considered cases the cracks were initiated perpendicular to the maximum normal stress direction. After initiation, crack
growths along different planes depending on the local stress state ahead of a crack tip which is strongly correlated to the
residual stresses taking place in the material after the welding process.

CONCLUSIONS

T

he study presented the results concerning the fatigue crack growth in S355 steel specimens subjected to
proportional bending and torsion loading. The experimental outcomes allow to state the following conclusions:
1. For all cases, fatigue life of the solid specimens were higher compared to that of the welded specimens.
2. Fatigue crack growth paths in all test specimens started on one-side of the specimen, located at the place of highest
stress concentration.
3. The various tested specimens, with and without welds, show different cracking courses.
4. The highest microhardness was measured on the fusion boundary weld.
5. The propagation of cracks usually occurred in the HAZ where the highest microhardness was measured.
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NOMENCLATURE
a
A5
E
Kt
Ma
MB
MT
Mm
Mmax
Mmin
N
R

u
y
HAZ

crack length
elongation
Young’s modulus
stress concentration factor
amplitude of total moments
bending moment
torsion moment
mean moment
maximal value of moment
minimal value of moment
number of cycles crack growth
load ratio
Poisson’s ratio
ultimate tensile stress
yield stress
heat affected zone
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